JO-ANNE PICKMAN - leaves her smile. In ten years we see Jo-Anne designing dresses.

PHYLLIS PLATT - leaves singing soprano. In ten years we see Phyllis as a make-up director.

MIKE POLLACK - leaves a permanent parking space on Baviiew Avenue. In ten years we see Mike still parked on Baviiew Avenue.

MARJORIE PORTNOW - leaves the democratic convention in a shambles. In ten years we see Marge singing folk songs.

NORMAN PORTNOW - leaves an empty parking space in front of the school. In ten years we see Norman as a policeman.

PENNY POSNER - leaves her pearls of wisdom. In ten years we see Penny dancing the part of a black cat.

KAL POST - leaves the pool last. In ten years we see Kal as a math student.

GUISSEPPE POTENZONE - leaves one slightly soccer ball beaten head. In ten years we see Joe still ushering at the basketball and football games.

LESLIE PRICE - leaves pulchritudinously bleached. In ten years we see Leslie awaiting her second shipment.

FRANK PRISCO - leaves a toga. In ten years we see Frank in his place in the Roman Forum.

ILENE PSATY - leaves an extra pair of fuzzy gloves and a handful of kids from Henry Street. In ten years we see Ilene as head of the Henry Street Settlement.

PATRICIA RAICES - leaves all her money on the fifth. In ten years we see Pat married to Mr. Gamble.

CHARMI RAPPAPORT - leaves rapping on the door. In ten years we see Charmi charming charmingly.

MARTY RARBACK - leaves Mr. Tuori & duty test tubes. In ten years we see Marty running wind sprints for Mr. Casey.

JUDY RICHARDS - leaves "Hamlet". In ten years we see Judy as a Democratic candidate for State Senator.

SUE RIEDERS - leaves a flat alto note to sing. In ten years Sue will be driving a 1962 hot rod.

BARRY RIGGS - leaves for Connecticut. In ten years we see Barry as an important businessman.

ALYS ROBBINS - leaves as the early bird. In ten years we see Alys misspelling her name.

RICHARD ROGERS - leaves an unanswered math problem to Mr. Fontanella. In ten years we see Dick as a song writer.

RONALD ROMANS - leaves a Roamin Roman. In ten years we see Ronald as a Hi-fi manufacturer.
Diane Rosen - leaves asking for homework. In ten years we see Diane as the hostess in a famous restaurant.

Peggy Rosen - leaves favors for New Year's Eve. In ten years we see Peggy still talking in music class.

Diane Rosenberg - leaves her teachers one more question. In ten years Diane will still be going strong.

Richard Rosenberg - leaves his Napoleonic complex. In a decade or so, he will be making stools for people to get off their high horses.

Steven Rosenfield - leaves Hi-Y and Key Club in the same condition. In ten years we see Steve as Editor-In-Chief of the N. Y. Times.

William Rosenfeld - leaves double dating with J.B. In ten years we see Bill being made legal by J.B.

Ken Rosenzweig - leaves buried like a whale with a philosophy of yet knish. In ten years we see Ken finally merging with Jerry.

Stefanie Rosenzweig - leaves a used comb for each of her teachers. In ten years she will still be dieting.

Leonard Ross - leaves thinking big. In ten years we see Lennie thinking bigger.

Paul Ross - leaves one slightly smashed plymouth, and one dirty nebish. In ten years we see Paul as head baker for Stricoff's.

Sue Roth - leaves singing "Joey". In ten years we see Sue making pizza for the family.

Allene Rubin - leaves laughing. In ten years we see Allene taking a siesta in Mexico.

Richard Rubin - leaves his red 'bullet' still with no top and one girl in the front seat. In ten years we see Richard as a bachelor.

Bob Ruesch - leaves 9726 chopped egg sandwiches. In ten years we see Bob hopelessly historical.

Elizabeth Russo - leaves her favorite biology teacher. In ten years Fifi will be a rock and roll expert.

Ellen Sackren - leaves her tennis. In ten years we see Ellen laughing in English.

Nancy Sacks - leaves Kenny Yuman. In ten years Nancy will write a mathematics textbook.

Patricia Sadowsky - leaves Target '60. In ten years we see Pat doing more Last Wills and Testaments.

Chet Salomon - leaves it on the grass. In ten years we see Chet and Jerry still sharing the same single in Columbia.

Karen Saperstein - leaves a leaky fountain pen. In ten years we see Karen with rock and roll records left at the senior prom.
MIKE SAPHIER: Leaves a ten dollar bill for Judge Maggin. In ten years we see Mike taking a bus to work.

JOE SATIN: Leaves his self-identity for Mr. Watson. In ten years we see Joe as an airplane pilot.

STEVEN SAVEDOFF: Leaves Mr. Porter an essay. In ten years we see Steve as a lawyer.

GILLOSHECK: Leaves gathering Moss. In ten years we see Gail as a speed writing teacher.

RICHARD SCHECTER: Leaves a moundful of divots and a broken television. In ten years we see Dick as president of the Stock Exchange.

HELEN SCHIFF: Leaves arguing for Germany. In ten years we see Helen dressed in traditional dress -- but what tradition?

PATRICIA SCHIFFER: Leaves her last will and testament to those who wrote it. In ten years we see Pat as secretary to the secretary to the secretary of General Motors.

ELLEN SCHLESINGER: Leaves both proms. In ten years we see Ellen decorating her home.

PETE SCHLESINGER: Leaves "le car hot". In ten years we see Pete at Indianapolis.

FRED SCHOESSINGER: Leaves messing up the Chem labs for Mr. Tuori. In ten years we see Fred speaking Spanish fluently.

STEVEN SCHENWETTER: Leaves a red Plymouth convertible. In ten years we see Steve married to a girl with a name something like Shirley Spielberger.

JOAN SCHROEDER: Leaves Dr. Pinter some small talk. In ten years we see Joan still small talking.

GAIL SCHORR: Leaves Mike. In ten years we see Gail teaching Driver Ed.

MICKEY SCHULHOF: Leaves a duplicate set of keys to the dark room. In ten years we see Mickey as a new satellite.

GARY SCHUMER: Leaves finally through with high school. In ten years we see Gary as a ventriloquist.

ELIZABETH SCHWARTZ: Leaves Last Will and Testament writing. In ten years we see Liz as a chemistry teacher.

JANE SCHWARTZ: Leaves her collection of rings. In ten years we see Jane as a history teacher.

ROBERT SCHWARZ: Leaves to see the world. In ten years we see Robert still flying a weather plane.

STEVE SCHWEBER: Leaves bombing around. In ten years we see Steve directing traffic.

MICHAEL SCOTT: Leaves effervescing sweetness. In ten years we see Mike manufacturing candy.
RALPH SCOTT - leaves protesting loudly. In ten years we see Ralph still protesting loudly.

RONALD SEDLEY - leaves before its too late. In ten years its too late.

SUE SEGAL - leaves with Chekov. In ten years we see Sue kissing a boy on the first date.

JANE SEITZ - leaves her pep and enthusiasm. In ten years we see Jane still thanking Mr. Price for that "A".

ANITA SELIGMAN - leaves some boy friends and some girl friends. In ten years we see Anita as fashion editor of the Times.

NANCY SHAPIRO - leaves still doing her math homework. In ten years we see Nancy twirling and twirling.

STEVEN SHARFSTEIN - leaves Mr. Eck the Awards Committee Report. In ten years we see Steve married to a rich girl.

SUE SHATTER - leaves SHATTERing, splattering and chattering. In ten years we see Sue in a new folk singing group "Shatsy and Seeger".

FRED SHAW - leaves gift certificates to a psychiatrist to every member of the faculty. In ten years we see Mr. Shaw as a teacher seeing what it feels like.

EILEEN SHIELDS - leaves her Alfred sweatshirt. In ten years we see Eileen speaking fluent Spanish.

NANCY SHIFFMAN - leaves Tough Tony. In ten years we see Nancy leaving the Subways for a taxi.

BOB SHIUKER - leaves "A History of the Vampire Bat" and bibliography. In ten years we see Bob as a doctor of the supernatural.

JEFFREY SIEGAL - leaves a note of resignation to the co-ordinating council. In ten years we see Jeff as mayor of Great Neck.

JON SIEGEL - leaves one male heir of a pack saddle. In ten years we see Jon playing freshman soccer at Miami of Ohio.

JON SIEGEL - leaves little Jon Siegel at last. In ten years we see Jon as a lathe worker in a machine shop.

PHILLIP SIEGEL - leaves still smiling at Miss Makuen. In ten years we see Phil as a rock and roll singer.

STUART SIEGER - leaves still interrupting Mr. Love. In ten years we see Stu as a mad scientist.

NANCY SIEGMEISTER - leaves a lot of completed homework assignments. In ten years we see Nancy following in the footsteps of her uncle.

JUDITH SILBERSTEIN - leaves her leotard (?) to next years modern dance club. In ten years we see Judy as fashion editor for Vogue.

ARLENE SILVER - leaves listening to Gershwin tunes. In ten years we see Arlene giving a hypodermic needle with steady hands.
LESLEY SILVERMAN - leaves all her overdue papers. In ten years we see Leslie running a used car lot.

JANE SIMON - leaves her beret. In ten years we see Jane dancing modern jazz at Carnegie Hall.

HOWARD SINGER - leaves some undelivered Guide Posts. In ten years Howard can't conceive of calculus 'cause chickens can't clap convincingly.

JEAN SINGER - leaves Dr. Pinter. In ten years we see Jean Singer singing.

PHYLLIS SINGER - leaves a bunch of flowers to Mr. Walsh. In ten years we see Phyllis chemical horticulturalist.

ROGER SINGER - leaves Miss Tuck a health report. In ten years we see Roger managing the Knicks.

BARRY SMALL - leaves his newspapers. In ten years we see Barry as a famous Shakespearian actor.

SUE NYDER - leaves Spanish pencils. In ten years we see Sue as a truant officer.

LARRY SOLOMON - leaves after Schatizing around. In ten years we see Larry bald.

LYNNE SOMMER - leaves suddenly last summer. In ten years we see Lynne filing report cards.

PAUL SPIEGELMAN - leaves suspended from Mr. Love. In ten years we see Paul with black hair.

RICHARD STEIN - leaves Mr. Conger's class a thoroughly confused individual. In ten years we see Richard still pondering the theory of separation of church and state.

STEPHEN STEINBERG - leaves his mispronounced name. In ten years we see Stephen as a mortician.

TED STEINBERG - leaves his parked car in front of the school stop sign. In ten years we see Ted as a traffic court magistrate.

MARJORIE STERN - leaves typing. In ten years we see Marjorie still being criticized by Paul Ross.

ELLEN STEINHILL - leaves "Andy". In ten years we see Ellen "Don"ing socks.

JOYCE STILLMAN - leaves her black. In ten years we see her with her hair black again.

MADELYN STILLMAN - leaves a worried look and a pleasant smile. In ten years we see Madelyn making whoopie.

LOIS STUPNICK - leaves her boyfriend. In ten years we see Lois arguing.

IVAN SYGODA - leaves his physics notebook to the cause of humanity. In ten years we can see Ivan as president of the "Social Club".
MARY ANN TERRACIANO: Leaves a mispronounced name. In ten years we see Mary Ann singing at Carnegie Hall.

GAYLE THOMAS: Leaves Mr. Chamberlain a pair of scissors. Ten years from now she’ll be a candystriper at North Shore Hospital.

NANCY TOPF: Leaves her sister to carry on the Topf tradition. In ten years we see Nancy as a doctor.

AMY TRETIER: Leaves her southern drawl. In ten years we see Amy teaching English in Great Neck North High School.

CAROLYN TUFFS: Leaves as Great Neck High's only natural blond. In ten years we see Carolyn as secretary to the President of the United States.

ALPHONSE VARNAUSKAS: Leaves via his jeep. In ten years Al will be raising hares with his heirs.

SOPHIA VASSILAROS: Leaves the one coffee bean in four that is good. In ten years Coffee Bean will be drinking tea.

CIBA VAUGHAN: Leaves Cardinal Richelieu's bedbugs one last bite. Ten years from now she will be a Russian literature specialist.

GLORIA VEEDER: Leaves modeling all the outfits at the Hi-Y fashion show. In ten years we see Glocia as a model.

NOLA VLADY: Leaves the attendance office with the shock of no absentees. In ten years we see Nola as a truant officer.

LUCY WACHTER: Leaves her lighter. In ten years we see Lucy as a "Wave."

CAROLE WALDENBERG: Leaves plane spotting for the birds. Ten years from now she will teach Social Studies XII.

MIKE WALLACE: Leaves Steve Rosenfeld infuriated. In ten years we see Mike as trouble shooter for the United States State Department.

HENRY WALTUCH: Leaves still rooting for the Yankees. In ten years we see Henry as first string catcher for the San Francisco Giants.

JEAN WANES: Leaves Bill "or'" or "Van." In ten years we see Jean as a famous artist.

STUART WARREN: Leaves Mr. Watson, Mr. Whitehead. In ten years we see Stuart as an architect.

BARRY WARSHAVSKY: Leaves his crazy piano-trained fingers. In ten years we see Barry as a beatnik.

JOE WASHINGTON: Leaves still "wrestling" with his subjects. In ten years we see Joe as the owner of a garage chain.

VALERIE WATERS: Leaves a perfect attendance. In ten years we see Val marking time with a baton.

JILL WAXMAN: Leaves her Campbell soup kid eyes. In ten years we see Jill finally cracking under Jerry's strain.
HARRY WEIN - leaves his burnt candies to Mr. Love. In ten years we see Harry getting his license back.

MARCUS H. WEINREB - leaves his sun glasses. In ten years we see Marshall hop on rock and roll.

CAROLYN WEINSTOCK - leaves her hundreds to Miss Makuen. In ten years we see her as an operator of an election computer.

SUE WEISS - leaves arguing with Mr. Porter. In ten years we see Sue on a life raft in the South Atlantic.

IVAN WEISSMAN - leaves Guide Post girl's sports. In ten years we see Ivan as a psychiatrist for lawyers.

GERRY WESTERMAN - leaves three keys to the officiating office at the Girls' Gym. In ten years we see Gerry as a person with a great concern for others.

ALEXANDRIA WILLIAMS - leaves with her sister. In ten years we see Alice married to one of her many present beaus.

JO-ANN WILLIAMS - leaves her toothpicks to the art department. In ten years we see Jo-Ann as an acrobat.

BOB WINSTON - leaves a 10 month gym course. In ten years we see Bob as a member of the "Kingston Four".

IRA WOLFE - leaves his curly hair. In ten years we see Ira pinching the girls at Camp and Campus.

MARILYN WOLF - leaves Richard Knight a pair of shoes. In ten years we see Marilyn visiting an Ivey League School.

ANDY WURMAN - leaves a first negative. In ten years we see Andy as a Supreme Court Judge.

FRANCES WURZBURG - leaves a leaky fountain pen. In ten years we see Fran with a city named after her.

JIM WYNNE - leaves the "Saga of the Great Opponent", a 10 volume work in Spanish. In ten years we see Jim as President of Cuba.

STEVE YAUERS - leaves a set of biological "Yaverisms". In ten years we see Steve as a "Big Mess" in Las Vegas.

SUSAN ZASLAW - leaves arguing with Jess Hellman over a math problem. In ten years we see Sue as a G.I. teacher.

VIC ZINN - leaves "me llama". In ten years we see Vic getting left-handed shellacked for Kansas City.

JERRY ZUPNICK - leaves as god of his harem with "SATURDAY" embroidered on his cotton pants. In ten years we see Dr. Zupnick splitting the sides of his patients.